
 

Comment: Schoolchildren helped redesign a
city to cut air pollution

July 10 2019, by Sean Peacock

  
 

  

The blueprints. Credit: Sean Peacock

Air pollution has a particularly damaging effect on children. They're still
growing and breathe faster than adults do. They also live closer to the
ground, where the most polluting gases from vehicles accumulate.
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https://www.who.int/ceh/publications/air-pollution-child-health/en/


 

Pollution from traffic has been linked to problems with brain
development, stunted growth, respiratory conditions, cancers and 
300,000 child deaths worldwide.

Children themselves are far from oblivious to all this. The school climate
strikes show that young people are forcing air pollution and the climate
crisis to the top of the political agenda. The strikes tell us that children
demand a platform to challenge pollution in their environment. Unable
to voice their concerns in school, they are forced to take radical action.
What if instead there was a way to work with children in tackling air
pollution and climate change?

Through my research, I look for ways that we can give children the tools,
the skills and the confidence to affect change in the cities they live in.
With the help of teachers and my colleagues in Open Lab – a research
group at Newcastle University—we've come up with Sense Explorers, a
series of lessons to run in primary schools.

Smog on the Tyne

Newcastle upon Tyne in the UK has a population of just over 260,000.
It's relatively small, but several areas of the city have illegal levels of air
pollution. The culprit? Cars, buses and lorries, all emitting harmful
concentrations of polluting gases such as nitrogen dioxide in built-up
areas.
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https://www.who.int/ceh/publications/air-pollution-child-health/en/
https://phys.org/tags/young+people/
https://phys.org/tags/pollution/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jun/12/young-people-advise-uk-hitting-net-zero-emissions-in-2050
https://phys.org/tags/children/
https://openlab.ncl.ac.uk/
https://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/north-east-news/newcastle-clean-air-zone-pollution-15893433
https://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/north-east-news/newcastle-clean-air-zone-pollution-15893433


 

  

Using the Sensor Pi. Credit: Dan Richardson

The children I talked to care about the environment and wanted to see it
change for the better – but they have few means to influence that
change. In our lessons, we didn't simply teach school children about
environmental issues – we allowed them to learn for themselves what
they can do to improve their local environment.

First, we took them to streets in their neighbourhood. With the help of
some digital tools, including a basic kit we built ourselves, we collected
data about air pollution.

In our pilot lessons, we gave them a tool that professionals use called the 
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http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/3173574.3173901
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/3173574.3173901
https://phys.org/tags/school+children/
http://sense-explorers.uk/


 

Fidas Frog, a handheld device that monitors fine dust in the air. But
when we found this wasn't so fun or easy for children, we created the
Sensor Pi. Using low-cost sensors connected to a Raspberry Pi computer,
they could get a rough air pollution reading at the press of a button.

We didn't just rely on technology—we asked the children to think about
what their own five senses were telling them about the street. Could they
see or hear what may be causing pollution?

We compiled the data they collected and showed it back to them
alongside official data. Adults might not expect children to be able to
interpret air pollution data, but when we asked them to explain what
might be causing peaks in the graphs, they suggested parents in their
idling cars, rush-hour traffic and the fumes from local factories.

  
 

  

Some ideas for cutting air pollution. Credit: Sean Peacock
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https://sensemystreet.uk/sensors


 

We then asked: if you were in charge of the city, how would you make
the situation better?

The city of tomorrow

The children proposed many things, including solar-powered cars,
separate bridges for people and vehicles, tunnels to keep traffic
underground and even electric travelators to replace roads and cars
altogether. Many of their ideas to combat pollution could be
implemented right now—slowing vehicles down or removing them from
the road, providing electric car charging points, filtering the air and
getting more people to walk and cycle.

These ideas won't just linger in a teacher's drawer or decorate a display
wall. We've worked with four classes in three different schools, and local
politicians came to meet all of them to listen and commit to action on
their ideas.

Schools are the perfect places to encourage children to become
environmental activists. It's where children learn about the future, what it
holds for them, and how they can make it better. We should be showing
them what they can—and should—do to make their cities less polluted
places.

Urban planners and politicians are often hesitant to work with children,
but they shouldn't be—we need to embrace their creativity and passion
to take radical action on air pollution and climate change. More now
than ever, we need the original ideas that only children can bring.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-11417063
https://phys.org/tags/air+pollution/
http://theconversation.com
https://theconversation.com/schoolchildren-helped-redesign-a-city-to-cut-air-pollution-and-climate-warming-118403
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